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Decoroom Packages

We base our work on interior design on three packages: Standard, Premium, and Designer. They
differ with respect to the type of the finishing materials in order to match your expectations,
needs, and means. Decoroom’s experienced architects are always ready to assist you during
the selection of the right package for your project.

Standard

Premium 

Designer 
Do you expect more from yourself and from others? The Designer package is a proposal of creative 

collaboration with the architect, which will enable you to decorate your interior down to the smallest 

detail. By using a carefully selected range of materials from renowned manufacturers you can 

start creating your own space. Discover the world of subtle form relations and functional solutions.

We would like to present to you a detailed offering of the Designer package, prepared for
Clients who value comfort, high aesthetics of finish, and unique style. We invite you to
familiarise yourselves with our brochure and to contact us or visit our Showroom.
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For Your Interior
Design is form, function, and also emotions. You know best what space 

fits you. Our task is to translate this vision to the language of architecture, 

to animate the forms, and plan the functionality so that your apartment 

becomes the perfect living space. Take care of your interior with the help of 

Decoroom’s experts.

Decoroom is an interior architecture 
studio that specialises in comprehensive 
turnkey design and finishing. Our mission 
is to create spaces in which beauty is mea-
sured by character, high functionality, and 
the pleasure of use. We know how to fully 
utilise the potential of an apartment, and 
we offer not only unique ideas, but also 
tried and tested solutions that will guaran-
tee your satisfaction for years to come.

From 2009 we have been the leader on 
the market of comprehensive interior de-
sign; our capabilities proven by more than 
2000 projects completed. Our work is not 
limited to passion and commitment – it is 
also based on effective methods of work 
and trusted contractors thanks to which 

we can guarantee that the project will be 
completed on time, safely, and that our 
co-operation will be comfortable.

Decoroom’s team consists of specialists 
with many years of practical experience in 
working on different projects. We use the 
highest quality materials from renowned 
manufacturers, and you can see them in 
our Showroom located in the centre of War-
saw. At each stage of our co-operation we 
offer the support of our experts so that your 
dreams can be translated into real projects. 
We provide oversight of your expenses and 
your previous time – at each stage all de-
cisions are made by you. Visit our website 
and see how much Decoroom has to offer!
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Thanks to numerous projects and innovative solutions, today we can boast of a wide portfolio of implementation flats
and houses and well-established experience. Our team consists of great people, passionate about implementing projects.

76

During the existence of the Decoroom company, we have built a harmonious
and professional one a team of associates who perfectly understand the client’s needs.
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We deliver best-matched 
solutions on the market.
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Comprehensive
offering 
 
design, construction and finishing works 
with an architect’s full support and supervision 

■
access to the offering of a kitchen furniture 
studio, assistance during selection of lighting 
and household appliances

Savings of time
and money 
 
the biggest showroom in Warsaw: 
one-stop shop for all matters and materials

■ 
long-term co-operation with tried and 
tested contractors: you will entrust your 
apartment to specialists

■ 
use of verified solutions: you will avoid unpleasant 
surprises during implementation of the project 

■ 
lower VAT rate: you will benefit from the preferential 
8% rate instead of 23% 

Safety 

extensive quotation stage: you will be able to see 
the concept before you decide to work with us

■ 
work with approved budgets: you will have 
constant control over all expenses

■ 
safe work schedule: you will make the final payment 
only after picking up your apartment

■ 
guaranteed deadline for finalising the project: 
the deadline is safeguarded by relevant 
provisions of the agreement 

■ 
24 months’ warranty for the service provided
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Visit our showrooms
in Warsaw and Wroclaw!

Showroom Wrocław
ul. Benedykta Polaka 2 lok. U3
50-379 Wrocław
+48 888 840 860

Showroom Warsaw
ul. Nowogrodzka 62B
02-002 Warsaw
+48 888 220 110

Our showroom in Warsaw is a 300-meter 
space in the heart of the city. Its interior 
design was appreciated by the jury of 
European Property Awards Competition 
and received “The best office in Poland and 
Europe” award.

The newly created showroom in Wrocław 
also presents a selected range of finishing 
materials and kitchen cabinetry. The con-
cept of the showroom makes it easier for 
the customers to choose the best possible 
products for their dream apartment or 
house.

When you decide to work with us, you don’t need to overthink the choice of finishing 
materials. We run two unique showrooms at our customers’ disposal, featuring a selection 
of top-quality products – from tiles and floors to doors,  bathroom ceramics and fittings. 
It is here that the customers are more than welcome to become acquainted with exposition 
of three Decoroom’s special turnkey finish packages and kitchen cabinetry offer. 
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Package
selection
We learn about your needs and together 
we select the most fitting finishing package. 
Your preferences, your sense of aesthetics, 
attachment to the quality of materials, and 
your budget are all important.

Concept
and cost estimate
We prepare a bespoke interior design con-
cept. We propose our ideas how to make it 
more functional and we prepare a prelimi-
nary space layout and arrangement. Then, 
we draft the cost estimate that will contain 
the quotation of construction works, mate-
rials, and selected furnishing elements.

Signing
the agreement 
We sign the agreement only after you fa-
miliarise yourself with the concept of your 
apartment and the cost estimate of finish-
ing works. Together, we agree a convenient 
payment schedule.

Materials and 3D
visualisations
We select the wall and floor tiles, paint col-
ours, bathroom ceramics and fittings, doors, 
and floors. You can freely combine the ma-
terials and pick from our offering or select 
any other products. We prepare the 3D vis-
ualisation of the bathroom. If you wish to 
see the final result of the works in the whole 
apartment, we can prepare visualisations of 
the other rooms for an additional fee.
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Design and
cost control
The design works result in producing the 
technical documentation: the design and 
the updated cost estimate of works. It 
shows what is going to be done in your 
apartment. You can control the cost esti-
mate during each stage of the works.

Oversight and project
implementation
During the acceptance of the apartment 
from the developer we evaluate the quality 
of the premises and point out the neces-
sary repairs. Before commencing the fin-
ishing works, we order the materials and 
check the delivery deadlines. Construction 
and finishing works are carried out by pro-
fessional teams pursuant to the approved 
design. We oversee all work stages to en-
sure that the project is implemented cor-
rectly and on time.

Additional
services
Frequently, the room layout is not perfect. 
We can change it by, for example, demol-
ishing a partition wall or erecting a new 
wall to improve the functionality of the 
space. Thanks to the architects’ and the 
construction work co-ordinators’ knowl-
edge we will adapt the design to your vision 
and expectations.

Kitchens
and cabinets
You can decide to continue working with 
us. Following your requirements we will 
design the cabinets, the wardrobe, and the 
kitchen furniture. We will also advise you 
on the selection of lighting and household 
appliances. We only buy products of tried 
and tested companies, because the quality 
visible at the end is all-important.

Payment
We draft a payment schedule, so you will 
always know when there is a payment to be 
made. You gain the comfort of being able to 
plan your spendings and gain control over 
your budget. The final payment is made 
only after the apartment’s acceptance.

Project conclusion 
and warranty 
After the works are completed, you can 
enjoy your new interior for which we grant 
a 24-month warranty.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Are the design and implementation of the 
kitchen and the built-in closets offered as part 
of the package I selected? Kitchens and closets 
are an additional service that exceeds the scope 
of the interior finish package. We have a separate 
team of specialists who design and implement 
kitchens and built-in furniture. We also exhib-
it examples of kitchen implementations in our 
showroom. 

Can a material featured in the package 
be replaced with one that does not ap-
pear in it? I like a collection that you are 
not offering, and I would like to have it 
in my apartment. YES, it can be done be-
cause we impose no limitations in this mat-
ter, but please remember that selection of 
materials is made individually, basing on the help 
of the architect, so the cost estimate will have to 
be recalculated.

How long does it take to implement a project? 
Normally, an implementation takes 65 days. How-
ever, you should add to this the time required 
to prepare the design and select the materials, 
which can be done prior to the acceptance of the 
apartment.

What is included in the price? Are materials 
included in the price? Our services are compre-
hensive. The price includes: the design, 3D visual-
isation of the bathroom, finishing materials, and 
implementation. Finishing materials are included 
in the technical appendix to the agreement.

Do I get a warranty for the works carried out? 
There are situations in which the materials or 
equipment can develop a defect. Where can 
I report such a problem? We have a specific 
procedure for handling reports under the war-
ranty and statutory warranty. After the finishing 
works are completed, the client is entitled to 
a 24-month warranty.
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Each design has to face reality at the construction site. There is no option 

that we design something and then fail to implement it; that’s not how 

Decoroom operates. We assume responsibility for the whole process. At the

end our client takes a look and says, “This is it!” This is exactly what we strive for.

Decoroom’s Designer package is intend-
ed for...?
Jakub Bartos: ...someone very exacting 
who expects a bespoke approach from us. 
It’s a client who knows that we will take the 
weight off his shoulders during the difficult 
period that is the finishing of an apartment 
or a house.
Adam Budzyński: First of all, it is an aware 
client. Usually, he already has the first ex-
periences associated with apartment fin-
ishing behind him. Unfortunately, those ex-
periences are frequently negative as far as 
workmanship is concerned. He knows which 
brands suit him best, but he also looks for 
unique solutions, something sublime like 
stone on the kitchen countertop or sintered 
quartz on the fronts of kitchen cabinets.

You declare comfort and comprehensive
services. This is a serious undertaking...
J.B.: We want our clients to go through the
whole apartment finishing process – start-
ing with acceptance of the premises from 
the developer to turnkey handover – with-
out problems and without stress.
A.B.: Our offer has been drafted in such 
a way as to provide the client with pro-
fessional help at each stage of the works. 
Non-standard kitchen design? No problem, 
we have architects who specialise in that. 
Wardrobe made to measure? One phone 
call to the architect and we start designing 
it. The Designer package is defined by the 
slogan of “Demand more”. We promise that 
you can do more with us.
J.B.: During the first meeting our customer 

Our concept of successful
collaboration
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advisor carefully analyses the recipient’s 
needs. It is crucial that the architect and 
the client have matching personalities and 
points of view.
So the architect should also be a bit of a
psychologist?
A.B.: He frequently is! He needs to under-
stand the client’s situation and his expec-
tations. The architect will ask about the 
client’s lifestyle: is he single, does he spend 
a lot of time at home, is he married with two 
kids and needs an office for himself? We 
begin by preparing three concepts of the 
apartment even before we sign the agree-
ment: the first is based on the client’s guide-
lines and ideas presented to us during the 
meeting, while the second and the third are 
the concepts that reflect our way of thinking 
about the given apartment and its tenants.
J.B.: Decoroom’s architect prepares the de-
sign and provides author’s oversight, but at 
all times he keeps in his mind just whom he 
is designing this apartment for. The client 
has the option to make decisions at each 
stage of the works.
A.B.: Often, the final result of our work is a 
combination of all those visions, including 
the craziest one.
J.B.: Frequently, we are visited by clients 
with designs made by other architects. We 

works the client decides that he wants to 
change something, then he will learn of the 
costs of such change before the construc-
tion team begins work.
A.B.: The designs that clients bring to us of-
ten lack a lot of important information. We 
take responsibility for the whole process, 
and additionally we provide a warranty 
for everything included in the price of the 
service performed. The quality of our con-
tractors’ work is on the highest level, but de-
fects can always happen and we are aware 
of this. If it occurs, we will remedy it as soon 
as possible.
Is the Designer package fixed and invari-
able?
J.B.: It is a collection of materials of the 
highest quality from top manufacturers 
which are required to finish and decorate 
the apartment. If the client prefers some-
thing from another of our packages, it is 
not a problem. At one point, a Designer 

have a lot of experience, because after more 
than 2000 projects completed we know that 
while everything looks great on paper, in 
practice many solutions are non-functional 
or impossible to implement within the given 
budget. We tell that to our clients honestly.
What’s it like at Decoroom?
J.B.: We prefer transparent communica-
tion. The costs of our services and the time 
required for implementation is known from 
the very beginning. There is no way that our 
team does something and the client only 
learns how much it cost him after the fact. 
We offer the option to make payments ac-
cording to a schedule contingent upon the 
progress of construction works. This way 
the client can control the spendings on an 
ongoing basis: from the moment of accep-
tance of the premises from the developer, 
through finishing works, purchase of light-
ing, and furnishing of the kitchen, to the se-
lection of wallpaper. If partway through the 

package client said, “I need a floor that will 
be indestructible, because I have two kids 
and a large dog.” So we selected panels with 
higher resistance to abrasion wear which 
are normally used in public institutions. 
Furthermore, clients can pick materials not 
included in this package, as evidenced by 
the grey pages in our catalogue. He can also 
pick gres tiles that are not featured in any of 
our packages, and we will order them and 
include them in the design.
A.B.: One of the great advantages of our 
company is our showroom which features 
samples of all materials from the given 
package. Therefore, clients don’t make 
a selection only on the basis 
of photos, but they can also 
touch a tile and feel its texture. 
At the showroom, we can put 
together all materials, e.g. a 
floor tile with a sample of the 
door veneer and wall paint. It 
will be immediately apparent 
whether or not they go well 
together. Selections made to-
gether are verified in different 
types of lighting, and some-
times even in the apartment 
in which they will be used. If 
something doesn’t work in a 

specific interior, we change it. At the end our 
client takes a look and says, “This is it!” This 
internal conviction of the client is what we 
strive for. Then, we can sign the agreement 
on finishing works.
Designer package clients probably expect 
not only the right appearance, but also 
the highest quality.
A.B.: They want the best and the most 
sophisticated solutions available on the 
market. They want materials that guar-
antee the right quality and are stylish. We 
eliminate the fad of the month in order to 
pick the things that will speak to the apart-
ment’s unique character. We have chosen 

wellknown brands and their 
best collections. We don’t want to propose 
things that look better on the cover of the 
magazine than in reality.
Would you entrust the arrangement of 
your apartment to Decoroom?

A.B.: I have just finished decorat-
ing my apartment, while Jakub 
was doing the same at his house. 
I entrusted all the works to Deco-
room.
J.B.: Bearing in mind how much 
time it takes to go to stores with 
construction chemicals or to solve 
technical issues at the construc-
tion site, the work co-ordination 
service offered by Decoroom is 
priceless. The Designer package 
provides just this type of everyday 
support.

Interviewer:Andrzej Klim
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Floor is the element that dictates the style of the whole home. It 

forms the background for all other solutions. Hence the key decision 

to be made: should it be neutral or with character?

What will we be walking on according to 
the trends for this year and the years to 
come? Primarily on what’s natural and 
looks as authentic as possible. Wooden 
floors are in vogue, especially those made 
of traditional European timber: oak, beech, 
ash. And although light bamboo has be-
come a novelty, it seems to be an exception.

Subtle, bright, soothing, fresh
We expect that the floor should be as neu-
tral a background for the interior as possi-
ble. But neutral does not mean indifferent. 
We want to be made of real wood, so that 
the type of the material set the home’s 
mood. Colours must definitely be right, 
which has one practical benefit: a bright 
floor makes the interior look much big-
ger than it actually is. Here, aside from 
shades of oak, beech, and ash we also 
see bleached versions which are clearly 

brighter than natural wood. Such floors, 
frequently with a shade of grey, look good 
in Scandinavian-type interiors. They also fit 
very well in modern styles. Correct leach-
ing, or brightening, does not obscure the 
ring pattern, so the floor retains the natu-
ral look. On the other hand, dark floors still 
feature in colonial interiors, home offices, 
and libraries.

Floor as a background for
the interior

Planks vs. blocks
There is a clear tendency today for planks 
to displace the traditional parquet blocks. 
They former are much wider and longer 
than the latter, and as a result they are 
more impressive, as well as easier and fast-
er to install. Planks installed perpendicu-
lar to the wall with the windows create an 
optical “path” from the entrance and des-
ignate the direction of indoor movement. 
Blocks are closer to the dimensions of the 

so-called French parquet, and in addition 
to the traditional herringbone parquets so 
popular in Poland, we are also starting to 
see the currently fashionable French chev-

ron pattern: blocks are joined at 
their short edges at an angle of 
45 or 60 degrees. The tendency to 
increase the size of the blocks and 
planks results in the impression 
of optically increasing the floor’s 
and the interior’s size. All these 
tricks are aimed at making the 
apartment create the impression 
of a large space that today is the 
greatest of luxuries. 

A floor beautifully destroyed
Next to bright, uniform-colour 
floors without clear wood ring 
pattern we see an opposite trend 
begin to emerge. These floors are 

supposed to look damaged: aged, dam-
aged by a machine or manually, dented, 
burned. Strong contracts, clear ring pat-
terns, and a great number of knots are seen 
as advantage. One must select the manu-
facturer carefully so that the damaged ap-
pearance does not look cheap. Paradoxical-
ly, such floors are usually more expensive. 
These planks look very well in rustic and 
post-industrial interiors.

Ceramic and geometric
Ceramic floors for corridors and halls har-
kening back to traditional English tiles with 
geometric patterns are becoming very pop-
ular. Laid without joints, the create a dis-
creet, but highly effective mosaic that dec-
orates the home right at the entrance. Top 
manufacturers sell them with additional 
ceramic tiles that imitate wood. They are 
used to lay strips of “wooden” border sur-
rounding the ceramic middle.

KATARZYNA RZEHAK
ART HISTORIAN, DESIGN CRITICHISTORYK 

SZTUKI, KRYTYK DESIGNU
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Solid planks collection – Oiled and varnished
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Designer

OAK NATUR BUNYORO BRUSHED 
OILED PLANK

OAK NATUR BRASIL OILED PLANK

OAK NATUR BRANDY VARNISHED 
PLANK

OAK NATUR HAVANA OILED PLANKOAK NATUR GRAU OILED PLANK

OAK NATUR VARNISHED PLANK

OAK NATUR POLAR-B OILED 
PLANK

OAK NATUR BIANCO VARNISHED 
PLANK

OAK RETRO OILED PLANK OAK NATUR POLAR-A OILED 
PLANK

OAK NATUR AZTEC OILED PLANK

OAK NATUR TABACCO VARNISHED 
PLANK

OAK NATUR HONEY VARNISHED 
PLANK

25decoroom.eu
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OAK SALT CHEVRON 130OAK TRIVOR CHEVRON 130

OAK CARAMEL CHEVRON 130OAK BRIGHT CHEVRON 130

OAK SERENE CHEVRON 130

OAK MAINLAND CHEVRON 130 OAK RAISINS CHEVRON 130

Pure Classico Line Collection – Chevron floors, layered boards
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Pure Classico Line Collection - Classic herringbone, layered boards
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Designer

OAK CAPPUCINO HERRINGBONE
130

OAK BRIGHT HERRINGBONE 110

OAK CARAMEL HERRINGBONE
130/ 110

OAK SERENE HERRINGBONE 110

OAK BROWN SUGAR HERRINGBONE
130

OAK MAINLAND HERRINGBONE 110

OAK MARZIPAN MUFFIN HERRING-
BONE 130

OAK TOFFEE HERRINGBONE 130

* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.
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Pure Vintage Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank

OAK CALVADOS GRANDE

OAK IVORY GRANDEOAK PORTO GRANDE

OAK AZORES MEDIO OAK LAGER PICCOLO

OAK MARSALA GRANDE

OAK MADEIRA GRANDE

DECO BETTER

Single-slat floors resemble floors 
made of solid planks, as the plank’s 

whole width is formed by one 
slat of wood.

http://decoroom.eu
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Pure Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank
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Designer

OAK AZURE WINDOW GRANDE

OAK WHITE TRUFFLE GRANDE

ASH COFFEE GRANDE

OAK ASKANIA GRANDEOAK RAISINS GRANDE OAK ASKANIA PICCOLO

OAK CREME BRULEE GRANDEOAK BRIGHT PICCOLO OAK BROWN SUGAR PICCOLO

OAK BRIGHT GRANDEOAK CARAMEL MEDIO

OAK MONT BLANC GRANDE OAK CARAMEL GRANDE

OAK COCONUT PICCOLO

OAK MONT BLANC MEDIO

OAK BOWFELL MEDIOASH MILKSHAKE GRANDEOAK GRAND CANYON GRANDE

OAK RAISINS MEDIO

OAK MERSEY MEDIO

OAK JASPIS PICCOLO

ASH PLATINIUM GRANDE OAK NUGAT PICCOLO

29decoroom.eu
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OAK DELIGHT

OAK EXCITE

OAK HARMONY

OAK INTENSE

OAK SENSE

OAK STILL

OAK TOUCH

OAK CHEER

OAK GENTLE

OAK JOY

OAK TENDER

Senses Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank

SPECIFICS 
ONLY

Barlinek planks are manufactured 
solely from real timber. Due to the 

natural variety in the raw material the 
individual planks may differ from one 

another with respect to, among 
other things, the presence of 

knots, shade, or ring 
pattern.

http://decoroom.eu


* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.
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Fertig Collection Plank 14 mm / 11 mm (W 130–150 mm / L 700–1500 mm)
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Designer

OAK CLASSIC BIELONY 14MM / 11MM

ASH ELEGANCE KOLOR 
14MM / 11MM

ASH COGNAC 14MM / 11MM

OAK CLASSIC 14MM / 11MM 

OAK COUNTRY 14MM / 11MM

ASH AMBER 14MM / 11MM

ASH ELEGANCE BLEACHED
14MM / 11MM

* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.

OAK CLASSIC 14MM / 11MM

OAK ELEGANCE 14MM / 11MM

ASH ELEGANCE DARK 14MM

ASH ELEGANCE KOLOR 
BIELONY 14MM

ASH POLAR 14MM

OAK ANTIQUE 14MM OAK CLASSIC BIELONY 14MM

OAK COUNTRY 14MM / 11MM OAK ELEGANCE BIELONY 14MM

OAK PREMIUM 14MM ASH AMBER 14MM

ASH ELEGANCE 14MM ASH ELEGANCE KOLOR 
14MM / 11MM

ASH COGNAC 14MM

31decoroom.eu
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Fertig Collection Parquet 14mm / 11mm (W 65-70mm/ L 490mm)

http://decoroom.eu
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Fertig Collection Deska Maxi (W 140-150mm/ L 1500-2200mm) /
Design Experience (W 120mm/ L 590-600mm)
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BOARD MAXI OAK CLASSIC BLEACHED

BOARD MAXI OAK CLASSIC

BOARD MAXI OAK COUNTRY

DESIGN EXPERIENCE OAK CLASSIC

DESIGN EXPERIENCE OAK ELEGANCE

* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.

OAK 1940’S BLACK ON FIRE

OAK 1970’S DUSTY BROWN 

OAK 1950’S NOIR

OAK 1980’S MOCCA CHERRY

OAK 1960’S TOUCH OF GREY

33decoroom.eu
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Vintage Series Collection
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Tastes of life Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank
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Designer

OAK AFFOGATO GRANDE

OAK BISCUITS GRANDE

OAK CHEESECAKE GRANDE

OAK TOFFEE GRANDE

OAK BANANA SONG GRANDE

OAK CAPPUCCINO GRANDE

OAK MARZIPAN MUFFIN GRANDE

ASH HAZELNUT GRANDE

OAK AMARETTI MEDIO

OAK BISCOTTI GRANDE

OAK CARDAMOMO GRANDE

OAK PUDDING GRANDE

ASH LEMON SORBET GRANDE

OAK BONET MEDIO

OAK CLOUD GREY PLANK OAK CREAM WHITE MIDIPLANK

OAK CREAM WHITE MINIPLANK OAK PRALINE MINIPLANK

OAK EVENING GREY MIDIPLANK OAK CUMIN MIDIPLANK

OAK STONE GREY PLANK

OAK SOFT BEIGE PLANK OAK SATIN WHITE PLANK

35decoroom.eu
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Shade Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank

* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.
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OAK RUSTIC MINIPLANK

OAK RUSTIC PLANK XT

OAK RUSTIC PLANK

OAK NATURE MINIPLANK

Floors

Pure Collection - Single-slat multilayer plank
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Designer

* The offer includes only the planks listed from the above collections.

37decoroom.eu
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BARLINEK P20

BARLINEK PW9H

CREATIVA LPC 11

CREATIVA LPC 20

LAGRUS LINEA 150

BARLINEK PW90

BARLINEK PW95

CREATIVA LPC 19

CREATIVA LPC 20 INOX

LAGRUS WERSAL 150

SPECIFICS ONLY

Wooden or MDF baseboards 
are fitted with assembly adhesive. 

Quarter-rounds can be installed 
next to balcony doors.

http://decoroom.eu
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Floors

Chevron Collection

Designer

OAK COLOR LUNA

OAK COLOR ALABASTRO

OAK COLOR BIANCO

OAK COLOR ORO

OAK COLOR VULCANO

OAK ELEGANCE

ASH BURSZTYN

OAK COLOR GRIGIO

OAK CLASSIC

OAK COLOR AVORIO

OAK COLOR NERO

OAK COLOR ROSOLARE

OAK COUNTRY

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge. * Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.
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BASTION

PROFILL

DUCTA

LUISIANA

MILENIUM

KLASIK

SULAR WERS
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DoorsDesigner

Klimek & Klimek Collection

* The offer includes only the door models listed. Doors with non-rebated door frame, hidden hinges, and magnetic locks.

CELTIS 4.2

MUSCARI

HEDERA

CELTIS 2

ABIETO

CELTIS 4.1

43decoroom.eu
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Kerno Collection

* The offer includes only the door models listed. Doors with non-rebated door frame, hidden hinges, and magnetic locks, painted with RAL or NCS
colour. The Pinus model is also available with veneer finish.

http://decoroom.eu


VENEERS:

AIR P3

WATER W2

AIR P2AIR P1

WATER W1

* Doors with non-rebated door frame, hidden hinges, and regular locks. Colours per the manufacturer’s offer.

VENEERS:

FIRE O1

FIRE O7

EARTH Z1

* Doors with non-rebated door frame, hidden hinges, and regular locks. Colours per the manufacturer’s offer.

DECO BETTER

When closed, non-rebated doors 
form a single surface with the door 

frame. Doors of this type look 
modern and minimalist.
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DoorsDesigner

Four Elements Collection

45decoroom.eu
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Four Elements Collection
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SNOW WHITE

SAND BEIGE

GREY PLATINUM

STELLAR GREY
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DoorsDesigner

Minimal Collection

47decoroom.eu

Nature Collection

VENEERS:

* Standard height is included in the package price. Doors with hidden door frame, hidden hinges,
and magnetic locks. Finish per the manufacturer’s offer.

* Standard height is included in the package price. Doors with hidden door frame, hidden hinges, and magnetic locks. Finish per the manufacturer’s offer.
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SPECIFICS ONLY:

The frame after assembly 
it is invisible. Door intended to be 

placed in a brick wall or 
plasterboard. They open 

outwards.

http://decoroom.eu


DELARTE 0

RESIDENCE 2

DEALARTE 1

RESIDENCE 0

CAPITAL 1

DELARTE 3

EMPIRE 0

EMPIRE 1

CAPITAL 0

DELARTE 2
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DoorsDesigner

Villadora Retro Collection

VENEERS:

* Doors with rebated door frame, visible hinges, and regular locks. Natural Oak Satin veneer. White oak Ral 9016. Crown
moulding and decorative strips are available for an additional fee.

49decoroom.eu
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AVAILABLE COLOURS

* Colours per the manufacturer’s offering.

APRILE DALIA R 7S

51decoroom.eu
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APRILE JASMINA Q 7S APRILE AZALIA R 7S

APRILE FRESIA Q 7S

APRILE RAFLESIA Q 7S

APRILE MELA Q 7S

APRILE PINA Q 7S

SI APRE CLASS MI

SI APRE MILANO MISPECIFICS ONLY

Door handles are installed 
without key locks. Toilet lock is 

installed in bathroom doors.

http://decoroom.eu
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DoorsDesigner

* Tikkurila paints: Tikkurila Optiva 5 basecoat; Tikkurila Optiva 20 bathroom paint; Tikkurila Anti-Reflex White ceiling paint. Full colour palette from the mixer.

53decoroom.eu
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* Flugger paints: Flugger Flutex 5S basecoat; Flugger Dekso 5 bathroom paint; Flugger Flutex 5S ceiling paint. Full colour palette from the mixer.

SPECIFICS ONLY

We use for painting the walls 
paints to be prepared 

at your request in a special 
computer mixer. You can choose 

such a shade, which will 
fit inside.
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Doors

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

Loft doors

LUMO CLASSIC 3

LUMO CLASSIC 6

55decoroom.eu
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

Reverse rebate doors

SPECIFICS ONLY

One door opens to the outside, 
the other opens to the inside. 

But thanks to the use of reverse 
rebate both look the same 

when they are closed.
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Doors

Stuccowork

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

LGG 10

LGZ 01

LGZ 10

LGG 20

LGZ 05

LGZ 15

ARTE AVALON SHIELD

ONE WALL DESIGN GALLESE

ARTE GALUCHAT

ARTE STONE RHYTHM

WALL&DECO NORI

WONDERWALL KARELIA

WONDERWALL KAKADU WONDERWALL ANTAL

57decoroom.eu

Wallpapers
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.
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WONDERWALL BOTANICA

WONDERWALL HEXUS

Designer

SPECIFICS ONLY

The primary material 
the stuccowork is made of is high 

quality polyurethane. It guarantees 
high resistance to mechanical 

damage and moisture.
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DoorsPremium

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

Sliding doors

59decoroom.eu
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

Doors with reverse rebate

SPECIFICS ONLY

One door opens to the outside, 
the other opens to the inside. 

But thanks to the use of reverse 
rebate both look the same 

when they are closed.
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Doors

Stuccowork

Premium

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

MD003

MDD305

MDB135

MDD351

MDA098

MDD325

MDA121

MDB106

MDD413

MDD338

SPECIFICS ONLY

The primary material 
the stuccowork is made of is high 

quality polyurethane. It guarantees 
high resistance to mechanical 

damage and moisture. 

61decoroom.eu
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

WET_AN1901

WDSW1901 WDFL1402 WDDE1201 19110EWC

OUT_OB1601

WDFP2001WDAE1701WDEX1601

17210EWC WDOZ2002WDUC1901

WDCC1501

WDPD2001 WDCF1901
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Designer

Tiles, including gres tiles, have gained in popularity ever since bathro-

oms and kitchens became the home’s open salons. Now, they not 

only protect the walls and floors, but their purpose is also to decorate 

and intrigue. Just like the owner’s personality.

Less colour, but with clear dominance 
of blacks, whites, and greys. Fascination 
with the beauty of natural stone, concrete, 
and even metallic surfaces: gold and high-
ly fashionable copper. Structural, or 3D, 
surfaces are a revolution in the tile sector. 
For decades everyone believed that tiles 
should be smooth. Currently, it is the em-
bossed surface that are popular, crumpled 
like paper, with weaves that imitate carbon 
fibres. Next to large plates, because their 
size continues to grow, small tile mosaics 
and varicoloured tiles are also enjoying 
growing popularity. And the latest innova-
tion: tiles with ambition to imitate wood 
are no longer looked down upon. They de-
fend themselves with their excellent quality. 

Fascination with earthy colours
TThe trend of interiors based on natural 
materials continues to grow, and hence the 
popularity of tiles of all types that imitate 
natural stone. During the last few seasons 

Always in vogue

65
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grey-streaked white marble has been the 
star of the show, which proves that the 
vintage fashion has reached even the tiles 
because this material is a very clear re-
turn to the style of the 1980s when it was 
synonymous with bathroom luxury. Per-
fect imitations of concrete or actual finish 
boards made of this material are a separate 
trend. So we end up with “marble” plates, 
concrete plates, as well as plates that imi-
tate travertine or colours of the earth, sand, 
rocks, including basalt.

Rule of hexagons
For the last ten odd seasons manufactur-
ers have been competing to see who can 
manufacture the biggest tiles or gres plates. 
Monstrous plate dimensions, in which one 
side can be as long as 2 metres, no longer 
surprise anyone. Technologies continue to 
keep up with these requirements, though it 
isn’t easy to manufacture a thin, large-area 
plate that will not break. Plates are becom-
ing increasingly durable, which applies to 
all formats. Hexagons, that is to say plates 

with six sides, are becoming the most pop-
ular shape. Hexagons of nearly all sizes are 
being used as wall and floor tiles. They are 
also available as gres plates, which has 
been a hit.

Structures and textures
All sorts of surface decoration effects: 3D 
protrusions, grooving, quilting, geometric 
cuts, surface bends, or crumpled paper tex-
ture belong to the repertoire of the latest 

trends. The more surprising the tile surface 
the better. The one condition is that they 
must still be easy to keep clean and cause 
no problems during use. One fascinating 
innovation is the translation of the carbon 
fibre weave structure onto the surface of 
tiles. The idea came to be following the 
collaboration of an Italian tile manufac-
turer with the global racing car guru – Gi-
ugiaro – who uses carbon fibre in vehicle 
construction.

Wood of high-level ceramics
Top global manufacturers propose ceram-
ic imitation of wooden blocks and planks, 
and though for a very long time we weren’t 
convinced, we have to admit now that the 
quality achieved by the best is impressive. 
Such “ceramic wood” is the perfect solu-
tion for both bathrooms, as well as any oth-
er “wet” rooms. Tiles of this type have been 
gaining in popularity also in living rooms. 

KATARZYNA RZEHAK
ART HISTORIAN, DESIGN CRITIC
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TilesDesigner

GREY PULPIS POL / SAT 119.8X119.8

BLACK PULPIS POL 119.8X119.8

BLACK PULPIS POL 59.8X119.8

GREY PULPIS POL / SAT 59.8X119.8

BLACK PULPIS POL 
59.8X59.8

GREY PULPIS POL / 
SAT 59.8X59.8

67decoroom.eu
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Maciej Zień Black Pulpis / Grey Pulpis Collection

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 59.8x59.8, 119.8x59.8, 119.8x119.8. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the
specification are included in the package price.

Grunge Collection

GRUNGE WHITE 89.8X32.8

GRUNGE BLUE 89.8X32.8

WALL DECOR GLASS GRUNGE BLUE A 89.8X32.8

WALL STRIP STEEL COPPER 3 89.8X2.3

GRUNGE BLUE LAP 59.8X59.8 GRUNGE TAUPE LAP 59.8X59.8 GRUNGE WHITE MAT 59.8X59.8

GRUNGE WHITE STR 89.8X32.8

GRUNGE TAUPE 89.8X32.8

WALL DECOR GLASS GRUNGE BLUE B 89.8X32.8

WALL STRIP STEEL BLACK POL 89.8X2

* The offer includes all tiles except for multi-element decors. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities
listed in the specification are included in the package price.

http://decoroom.eu
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Maciej Zień Berlin Scoria Collection

SCORIA BLACK STR 89.8X32.8

WALL STRIP STEEL BLACK POL 89.8X2

SCORIA WHITE 59.8X59.8

WALL MOSAIC
SCORIA BLACK
19.2X16.5

WALL MOSAIC
SCORIA BLACK 1
19.2X16.5

WALL MOSAIC
SCORIA WHITE
19.2X16.5

SCORIA WHITE STR 89.8X32.8

SCORIA BLACK 89.8X32.8

SCORIA WHITE 89.8X32.8

* The offer includes all tiles except for multi-element decors. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are
included in the package price.
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Maciej Zień Monaco Gleam Collection

GLEAM WHITE 89.8X32.8

GLEAM 89.8X32.8

WALL DECOR GLEAM GOLD 89.8X32.8

WALL MOSAIC
LUCID SQUARE
BLACK
29.8X29.8

WALL MOSAIC
LUCID BLACK
20.5X18.5

* The offer includes all tiles except for multi-element decors. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Roma Atelier / Gres Porcelano Collection

ROMA ESAGONO 
CALACATTA 21.6X25

ROMA ESAGONO 
STATUARIO 21.6X25

ROMA ESAGONO 
IMPERIALE 21.6X25

ROMA TRACCE STATUARIO INSERTO MIX 3

ROMA TRACCE GRAFITE INSERTO MIX 3

ROMA CALACATTA 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA STATUARIO 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA PIETRA 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA TRAVERTINO 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA IMPERIALE 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA GRAFITE 
60X60 / 75X75

ROMA ESAGONO 
GRAFITE 21.6X25

* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 21.6x25, floor tiles in the following dimensions: 60x60, 75x75. Mosaics
and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.

SPECIFICS ONLY

To make the edges of corner 
tiles look aesthetic, we grind them 

at a 45 degree angle. This way 
we do not have to use additional 

corner pieces or strips.

71decoroom.eu
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Roma Pasta Bianca Collection

ROMA STATUARIO

ROMA FILO STATUARIO

ROMA FILO IMPERIALE

ROMA PIETRA

ROMA IMPERIALE

ROMA CALACATTA

ROMA FILO PIETRA

ROMA FOLD STATUARIO

ROMA FILO CALACATTA

ROMA FILO TRAVERTINO

ROMA FOLD CALACATTA

ROMA TRAVERTINO

* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 21.6x25, floor tiles in the following dimensions:
60x60, 75x75. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.

http://decoroom.eu


CALACATTA BEIGE 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

GRIGIO IMPERIALE 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

CALACATTA BIANCO 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

LONDON GREY 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

CAPPUCINO 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

NERO IMPERIALE 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

CREMA 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120

STATUARIO 
60X60 / 30X60 / 30X120
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TilesDesigner

Kolekcja Imperial

* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x120, 30x60, 60x60. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the
specification are included in the package price

DECO BETTER

When using large tiles we can 
uniform, nearly jointless 

surfaces that match 
any type of interior. 

Such formats are capable of 
optically enlarging 

a small room.

73decoroom.eu
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Inari Collection

CREMA 75X75 / 90X90

VISON 30X60 / 30X90

CONCEPT CREMA 30X90

CONCEPT CREMA 30X90

CREMA 30X60 / 30X90

CONCEPT VISON 30X90

CONCEPT MARENGO 30X90

CONCEPT MARENGO 30X90

MARENGO 30X60/ 30X90

CONCEPT PERLA 30X90

PERLA 30X60 / 30X90

CONCEPT GRIS 30X90

GRIS 30X60 / 30X90

GRIS 75X75 / 90X90MARENGO 75X75 / 
90X90

PERLA 75X75 / 90X90 VISON 75X75 / 90X90

* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x90 and 30x60, floor tiles in the following dimensions:
75x75, 90x90. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Superwhite Collection

SUPERWHITE 30X60

SUPERWHITE 30X90

GEOMETRIC 30X60

GEOMETRIC 30X90

WIND 30X60

WIND 30X90

SPIRE 30X90

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x60 and 30x90.

BEIGE 25X75

BEIGE SHARP MOSAICO MIX2 
30.5X61

BEIGE 30X60 / 60X60

DECORATIVE TILE CAMOU 
GREY SPIGOLO 80X60

DECORATIVE TILE CAMOU 
BEIGE SPIGOLO 80X60

DECORATIVE TILE DECO 
RUST SPIGOLO 80X60

WHITE 25X75

WHITE SHARP MOSAICO MIX2 
30.5X61

WHITE 30X60 / 60X60

ROCK BEIGE 25X75

DRAP BEIGE 25X75

MOSAIC DECO
RUST ROUND 
29.5X32.5

GREY 25X75

GREY SHARP MOSAICO MIX2 
30.5X61

GREY 30X60 / 60X60

ROCK WHITE 25X75

DRAP WHITE 25X75

WHITE BAR 
MOSAICO 
30.5X30.5

TAUPE 25X75

TAUPE SHARP MOSAICO MIX2 
30.5X61

TAUPE 30X60 / 60X60

ROCK GREY 25X75

DRAP GREY 25X75

TAUPE BAR 
MOSAICO 
30.5X30.5

GREY BAR 
MOSAICO 
30.5X30.5

75decoroom.eu
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Sheer Collection

* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 25x75, floor tiles in the following dimensions:
30x60 and 60x60. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Granddust Collection

UMBRA POLER 59.8X119.8

GRYS POLER 59.8X119.8

GRYS POLER 59.8X59.8

UMBRA POLER 59.8X59.8

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 59.8x59.8, 59.8x119.8.
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TilesDesigner

SHEEN 89.8X32.8

MOSAIC 
WHITE 29X19.3

MOSAIC 
COPPER 
29X19.3

MOSAIC GOLD 
22.1X19.2

SHEEN RIGHT / LEFT 89.8X32.8

WALL STRIP STEEL COOPER
89.8X2.3

STRIP SHEEN GOLD 89.8X2.3

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimension: 89.8x32.8. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Sunnydust Collection

LIGHT GRYS 59.8X119.8 GRYS 59.8X119.8

BEIGE 59.8X119.8LIGHT BEIGE 59.8X119.8

LIGHT BEIGE 59.8X59.8 BEIGE 59.8X59.8

LIGHT GRYS 59.8X59.8 GRYS 59.8X59.8

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 59.8x59.8, 59.8x119.8.
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Cemento Collection

BIANCO RASATO 
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60

GRIGIO RASATO 
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60

ANTRACITE RASATO 
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60

BIANCO CASSERO 
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60

GRIGIO CASSERO 
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60

ANTRACITE CASSERO
37X75.5 / 30X60 / 60X60
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TilesDesigner

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 37x75.5, 30x60, 60x60.

Neutral / Neutral Wall Collection

SLIM BLANCO 29.75X89.46 BEIGE MATE 29.75X89.46 GRIS MATE 29.75X89.46

MOKA MATE 29.75X89.46 GRAFITO MATE 29.75X89.46 VISON MATE 29.75X89.46

NEGRO 29.75X89.46 NEGRO NOISE 29.75X89.46

BLANCO EFFECT 29.75X89.46BLANCO FIVE MATE 29.75X89.46

BLANCO 
MOZAIKA 
2.5X2.5

NEGRO 
MOZAIKA 
2.5X2.5

GRIS NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

BLANCO NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

BEIGE NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

LIME NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

VISON NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

BLUE NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

NEGRO NATURAL 
59.55X59.55

NEGRO GUIZA 29.75X89.46

BLANCO SOHO 29.75X89.46

81decoroom.eu
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* The offer includes wall tiles available in the following dimensions: 29.75x89.46, floor tiles in the following dimensions:
59.55x59.55, colours: Silver, Gold, and Copper are available against an additional fee. Mosaics and decorative tiles in

quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Artstone Collection

BLACK 59.8X119.8

BLACK 59.8X59.8

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 59.8x59.8, 59.8x119.8.

DECO BETTER

Thanks to the truncated edges 
rectified tiles can be laid with 

minimum joint width. Rectification 
works best in the case of 

large tiles.
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WHITE MAT 59.8X119.8

BLUE MAT 59.8X119.8

GREN MAT 59.8X119.8

Patina Plate Collection

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimension: 59.8x119.8.
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Calacatta Collection

BIANCO 59.8X119.8 MAT / POL

BIANCO 59.8X59.8 MAT / POL

BIANCO 89.8X89.8 MAT

CUT MOSAIC
MIX POLER 
23.6X25.2

BIANCO 
HEKSAGON B 
MAT 17.1X19.8

BIANCO 
HEKSAGON A 
MAT 17.1X19.8

BIANCO 
HEKSAGON C 
MAT 17.1X19.8

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 59.8x59.8, 89.8x89.8, 59.8x119.8. Mosaics and decorative tiles in
quantities listed in the specification are included in the package price.
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Calacatta Sparkle Collection

GOLD GRES SZKL. REKT. MAT / POL 
59.8X119.8

GOLD INSERTO GLOSS 29.8X89.8

GOLD GLOSS CUT
MOSAIC 28.1X30.1

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimensions: 29.8x89.8, 59.8x119.8. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are
included in the package price.

GOLD WALL REKT . GLOSS 
29.8X89.8

http://decoroom.eu
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Boston Collection

GESSO 7.5X30

ARGILLA 7.5X30

LAVAGNA 7.5X30

SABBIA 7.5X30

CEMENTO 7.5X30

PETROLIO 7.5X30

MOSAIC GESSO 
29.5X32.5

MOSAIC
CEMENTO 
29.5X32.5

MOSAIC SABBIA 
29.5X32.5

MOSAIC 
LAVAGNA 
29.5X32.5

MOSAIC 
ARGILLA 
29.5X32.5

MOSAIC
 PETROLIO 
29.5X32.5

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimension: 7,5x30. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are
included in the package price.
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Manhatan Collection

WHITE 10X30

PEARL 10X30

SMOKE 10X30

SAND 10X30

BLACK 10X30

BEIGE 10X30

GREY 10X30

JEANS 10X30

VINTAGE 10X30

* The offer includes tiles available in the following dimension: 10x30. Mosaics and decorative tiles in quantities listed in the specification are
included in the package price.
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Monolith Collection

PIETRASANTA MAT

FAIR

TORANO GREY MAT

EPOXY GRAPHITE

MULINA POL

MASSA

EPOXY GREY

TERRAZZO GREY MAT

ONIS POL

RUST SATIN

AULLA GRAPHITE STR

TERRAZZO GRAPHITE 
MAT

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.

WHITE EXTRA MATT 50X120

WHITE GLOSS 50X120

STRIPES WHITE EXTRA MATT 50X120

BLOSSOM WHITE EXTRA MATT50X120

TOUCH WHITE EXTRA MATT 50X120

89decoroom.eu
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Lumina Collection
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.
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HBO Boutique Collection

CALACATTA 60X120 / 30X60 
/ 60X60

BEIGE 60X120 / 30X60 / 60X60

SILVER 60X120 / 30X60 / 
60X60

BIANCO 60X120 / 30X60 / 
60X60

GRIGIO 60X120 / 30X60 / 
60X60

NERO 60X120 / 30X60 / 60X60
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Gres tilesDesigner

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x60, 60x60, and 60x120, with rtt/shine finish. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an
additional fee.
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Cromat Collection

NOCE 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 75X75

GRIS 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 75X75

MARENGO 30X60 / 60X120 / 
60X60 / 75X75

MARFIL 30X60 / 60X120 / 
60X60 / 75X75

PERLA 30X60 / 60X120 / 
60X60 / 75X75

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 60x120. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.

http://decoroom.eu


* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 60x60 with natural/lappato finish. Decorative tiles and mosaics are
available against an additional fee.
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Gres tilesDesigner

Steeltech Collection

BEIGE 60X60

CORTEN 60X60

GRIGIO 60X60

RAME 60X60

BEIGE LAPPATO 60X60

CORTEN LAPPATO 60X60

GRIGIO LAPPATO 60X60

RAME LAPPATO 60X60

SPECIFICS ONLY

Gres tiles are very hard floor tiles 
with increased abrasion 

resistance.

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 60x60 with natural/lappato finish. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.

Metallica Collection

ZINCO TITANIO LAPPATO 
60X60

FERRO LAPPATO 60X60

INOX LAPPATO 60X60

RAME LAPPATO 60X60

95decoroom.eu
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Gres tilesDesigner

SABBIA 40X80 / 80X80 VENTO 40X80 / 80X80

BREZZA 40X80 / 80X80

CREPUSCOLO 40X80 / 80X80

TERRACOTTA 40X80 / 80X80

SCIARA 40X80 / 80X80

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 80x80, 40x80. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.

SPECIFICS ONLY

Gres tiles are joined to the walls 
with skirting boards that are 

cut from gres tiles.
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Evolution Marble Collection

CALACATTA ORO 60X60

BRONZO AMANI 60X60

GOLDEN CREAM 60X60

NERO MARQUINA 60X60

CALACATTA 60X60

GREY 60X60

TAFU 60X60

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 58x58 (lux) and 60x60 (matte). Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.
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Majestic Collection

APUANIAN WHITE 60X60 / 60X120

IMPERIAL PEARL 60X60 / 60X120

SUPREME GREY 60X60 / 60X120

GLAM BLACK 60X60 / 60X120

ROYAL NERO 60X60 / 60X120

MAJESTIC ONYX 60X60 / 60X120

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 60x60, 60x120.
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Opulence Collection

BLISS 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 / 
90X90

CAPRICE 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 90X90

DELIGHT 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 90X90

PLEASURE 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 90X90

ECCENTRIC 30X60 / 60X120 / 60X60 
/ 90X90

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x60, 60x60, 90x90, 60x120.
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Maciej Zień Duke Stone Collection

DUKE STONE POL 59.8X119.8

DUKE STONE POL 59.8X59.8

DUKE STONE POL 119.8X119.8

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 119.8x119.8, 119.8x59.8, 59.8x59.8. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee

Maciej Zień Amber Vein Collection

AMBER VEIN POL 59.8X119.8

AMBER VEIN POL 119.8X119.8

AMBER VEIN POL 59.8X59.8

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 119.8x119.8, 119.8x59.8, 59.8x59.8. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.
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Maku Collection

GREY MATT 30X60 / 
75X75

GREY GRES 30X30

GREY GRES 30X30

GREY GRES 30X30

GREY GRES 30X30

NUT MATT 30X60 / 
75X75

NUT GRES 30X30

NUT GRES 30X30

NUT GRES 30X30

NUT GRES 30X30

SAND MATT 30X60 
/ 75X75

LIGHT MATT 30X60 
/ 75X75

SAND GRES 30X30 LIGHT GRES 30X30

SAND GRES 30X30 LIGHT GRES 30X30

SAND GRES 30X30 LIGHT GRES 30X30

LIGHT GRES 30X30

DARK MATT 30X60 
/ 75X75

DARK GRES 30X30

DARK GRES 30X30

DARK GRES 30X30
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Gres tilesDesigner

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 30x60, 75x75. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available
against an additional fee.
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Architecture Collection

WHITE MATT 60X60

WHITE GLOSS 60X60

WARM GREY MATT 
60X60

WARM GREY GLOSS 
60X60

DARK IVORY MATT 
60X60

DARK IVORY GLOSS 
60X60

COOL GREY MATT 60X60

COOL GREY GLOSS 
60X60

BLACK MATT 60X60

BEIGE MATT 60X60

BEIGE GLOSS 60X60

LIGHT GREY MATT 
60X60

LIGHT GREY GLOSS 
60X60

BLACK GLOSS 60X60

LIGHT BROWN MATT 
60X60

LIGHT BROWN GLOSS 
60X60

MEDIUM GREY MATT 
60X60

MEDIUM GREY GLOSS 
60X60

PURPLE MATT 60X60

DARK BROWN MATT 
60X60

DARK BROWN GLOSS 
60X60

DARK GREY MATT 60X60

DARK GREY GLOSS 
60X60

PURPLE GLOSS 60X60

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimensions: 60x60 (Acid Green and Purple colours are available
against an additional fee) with matte/glossy finish. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.
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Wood Collection

BLOCK BEIGE STR 179.8X23

CRAFT GREY STR 179.8X23

CRAFT WHITE STR 179.8X23

CUT NATURAL STR 179.8X23

GRAIN RED STR 179.8X23

GRAIN WHITE STR 179.8X23

PILE NATURAL STR 179.8X23

SHED NATURAL STR 179.8X23

WORK WHITE STR 179.8X23

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimension: 179.8x23.
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Treverktime Collection

WHITE 20X120

GREY 20X120

BEIGE 20X120

BROWN 20X120

WALNUT 20X120

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimension: 20x120. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.
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Treverkmade Collection

CREAM 15X90

FUME 15X90

CARAMEL 15X90

COGNAC 15X90

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimension: 15x90. Decorative tiles and mosaics are available against an additional fee.
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Bondi Collection

BLOCKS NATURAL 59.2X59.2

GREY NATURAL 59.2X59.2

CONNECT NATURAL 59.2X59.2

MIRROR NATURAL 59.2X59.2

DUNE NATURAL 59.2X59.2

PUEBLA NATURAL 59.2X59.2

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimension: 59.2x59.2
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Vanguard Collection

VANGUARD CUBE NATURAL 
29.75X29.75

VANGUARD RISE NATURAL 
29.75X29.75

VANGUARD MIX NATURAL 29.75X29.75

VANGUARD SYSTEM NATURAL 
29.75X29.75

VANGUARD PLUS NATURAL 
29.75X29.75

* The offer includes gres tiles available in the following dimension: 29.75x29.75.
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CARPET SAND NATURAL DECOR 
50X50 / 100X100

CARPET SAND 
HEXAGON 25X29

CARPET VESTIGE NATURAL DECOR 
50X50 / 100X100

CARPET VESTIGE 
HEXAGON 25X29

* Additional offer available outside the package for an additional charge.

CARPET SAND NATURAL 59.2X59.2 CARPET VESTIGE NATURAL 
59.2X59.2

CARPET SAND NATURAL 
50X100 / 100X100

CARPET VESTIGE NATURAL 
50X100 / 100X100

* Additional offer available outside the package for an additional charge.

BELLA BIANCO NATURAL

APUANE WHITE CENTRO PULIDO

BELLA BIANCO CENTRO NATURAL

APUANE WHITE PULIDO

APUANE WHITE PULIDO

MOSAIC APUANE WHITE HEX

BELLA BIANCO NATURAL

MOSAIC BELLA BIANCO NATURAL 
5X5
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Gres tilesDesigner

Carpet Collection
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Bella Bianco / Apuane Collection
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Designer

Bathroom is a place of luxury. Wood appears in these interiors even 

in wet areas, while tiles are used for sophisticated decoration. Bathro-

omceramics and fittings must conform to those strict aesthetic 

requirements.

Harmonious combination of ceramics and 
fittings into one matching set has always 
been a challenge. From this, the latest bath-
room trend emerged in which manufactur-
ers create uniform collections of sinks, toi-
let bowls, bathtubs, and bathroom fittings: 
all elements in the same style and from 
a single designer. It has become a common 
necessity to save water, so bathtubs are 
designed in a way that allows them to re-
tain attractive form while bath is taken in 
a small amount of water. State-of-the-art 
fittings are equipped with aerators, ther-
mostats, and motion sensors. This makes 
it possible to stop the flow of water when 
the hands are no longer under the stream. 

More luxury in the bathroom
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Bathtub like an antique sculp-
ture, sink that improves your 
mood
After the period of fascination with geomet-
ric forms in bathroom ceramics, we now 
observe the development of an organic 
trend: sharp edges and angles have become 
rounded, oval forms that resemble boulders 
are in vogue. Oval bathtubs are becoming 
a decorative element. They are installed in 
the middle instead of next to the wall, as 
tradition dictates, and they are treated as 
a sculpture to be viewed from all sides and 
perspectives. It is them that impose their 
form on the sinks whose shapes have also 
become less geometric. Studies of interior 
psychologists show that oval shapes in our 
surroundings improve our mood and re-
duce stress! Very thin walls of bathroom ce-
ramics are a technological novelty. Thanks 
to innovative materials that contain, among 
other things, corundum the ceramic body 
becomes so durable that a large bathroom 
sink can be formed from it with walls as thin 
as those of a ceramic mug.

Less geometric taps with jewel-
ler’s finish
Faucets, taps, showers, and rain shower 
heads have also lost their sharp, geometric 
appearance. Similarly to ceramics, they are 
becoming softer in form, though you can 
still see their modernist “backbone”. Fin-
ish colours are a novelty: copper, rose gold, 
graphite. These metallic colours compete 
with the traditional steel colour. Copper 
tap finish in particular is fast becoming very 
popular around the world, and in addition 
to traditional polish now satin, brushed or 
even matte types of finish are starting to 
emerge. One-handle taps, also known as 
mixer taps, still remain the most popular 

solution. Two-handle taps with traditional 
handwheels appear much less frequently, 
and when they do it’s in retro-style taps. 

Stall for rest, relaxation, and the 
pleasure of contact with water
The shower stall is no longer just a place 
to take a shower, but also a space for re-
laxation and cosmetic treatments. Inside, 
we can experience the pleasure of being 
in contact with water. High basins are no 
longer a thing; now basins need to be flush 
with the floor level, with anti-slip surface 
and slot drain. One very fashionable and 
increasingly popular solutions are walk-in, 
or open shower enclosures built without 
large glass panes, moving elements, or 
doors. It’s walk-in enclosures that have set 
the new standard: a big stall with an oblig-
atory rain shower head to enjoy a wide and 
soft stream of water.

KATARZYNA RZEHAK 
ART HISTORIAN, DESIGN CRITIC
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LAUFEN INO

LAUFEN LIVING CITY

LAUFEN VAL

DURAVIT STARCK 2 DURAVIT STARCK 2 
2 3

LAUFEN PALOMBA 
1 2

LAUFEN PACK PRO - PRO A 
1 2

LAUFEN KARTELL BY LAUFEN 
1 2

DURAVIT HAPPY D.2

DURAVIT ME BY STARCK

V&B AVENTO

V&B SUBWAY 2.0

V&B MEMENTO

DURAVIT HAPPY D.2 
1 2

DURAVIT ME BY STARCK
2 3

V&B AVENTO 
1 2

V&B SUBWAY 2.0
1 2

V&B MEMENTO 2.0
1 2
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Bathroom ceramics and fittingsDesigner

1 – Toilet bowl without flange, 2 – Slow-close seat, 3 – Regular toilet bowl
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DECO BETTER

Bowls without flange 
have a shaped bowl interior. 

This prevents accumulation of 
dirt in spots where until now water 

could not reach or splashing of 
water outside the bowl.

1 – Toilet bowl without flange, 2 – Slow-close seat, 3 – Regular toilet bowl
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RIHO GD201 LUCID
BLACK-SHOWER STALL

RADAWAY MODO NEW 
BLACK II FACTORY WALK-IN 
ENCLOSURE

RIHO GD201 LUCID WHITE
SHOWER STALL

RADAWAY ESSENZA PRO
WHITE WALK-IN ENCLOSURE

RADAWAY ESSENZA NEW
BLACK KDJ SHOWER STALL

RIHO NOVIK Z400 WALK-IN 
ENCLOSURE

LAUFEN PRO RIHO BASEL R55

RADAWAY KYNTOS C

KESSEL LINEARIS COMPACT
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Bathroom ceramics and fittingsDesigner

* Square or semi-circular shower stalls with the following dimensions: 80x80, 90x90, 80x90. Walk-in enclosures with length up to 100 cm.
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* Shower basins have the following dimensions: 80x80,90x90,100x80. Whether or not it will be possible to install the
linear drain flush with the floor depends on how the plumbing system was installed by the developer.

SPECIFICS ONLY

Depending on the type of plumbing 
linear drains are installed flush with 

the floor or on a platform.
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Bathroom ceramics and fittingsDesigner

HANSGROHE METRIS / P

HANSGROHE METROPOL / P

KLUDI BALANCE / P

KLUDI E2 / P

HANSGROHE METRIS / W

HANSGROHE METROPOL / W

KLUDI BALANCE / W

KLUDI E2 / W

HANSGROHE 
METRIS / U

HANSGROHE 
METROPOL / U

KLUDI BALANCE / U

KLUDI E2 / U

U – sink tap / P – shower tap / W – bathtub tap.
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GROHE EUROCUBE JOY / P

GROHE EURODISC JOY / P

GROHE LINEARE / P

TRES SLIM EXCLUSIVE / P

GROHE EUROCUBE JOY / W

GROHE EURODISC JOY / W

GROHE LINEARE / W

TRES SLIM EXCLUSIVE / W

* U – sink tap / P – shower tap / W – bathtub tap.

GROHE EUROCUBE 
JOY / U

GROHE EURODISC 
JOY / U

GROHE LINEARE / U

TRES SLIM
EXCLUSIVE / U

http://decoroom.eu
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Bathroom ceramics and fittingsDesigner

HANSGROHE METROPOL / P

HANSGROHE TALIS E / P

KLUDI BALANCE BLACK / P

TRES PROJECT COLORS / P

HANSGROHE METROPOL / W

HANSGROHE TALIS E / W

KLUDI BALANCE BLACK / W

TRES PROJECT COLORS / W

* U – sink tap / P – shower tap / W – bathtub tap.

HANSGROHE 
METROPOL / U

HANSGROHE
TALIS E / U

KLUDI BALANCE 
BLACK / U

TRES PROJECT 
COLORS / U
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HANSGROHE METROPOL / P

HANSGROHE TALIS E / P

TRES PROJECT COLORS / P

HANSGROHE METROPOL / W

HANSGROHE TALIS E / W

TRES PROJECT COLORS / W

TRES LOFT COLORS / P TRES LOFT COLORS / W

* U – sink tap / P – shower tap / W – bathtub tap.

HANSGROHE 
METROPOL / U

HANSGROHE
TALIS E / U

TRES PROJECT 
COLORS / U

TRES LOFT 
COLORS / U

http://decoroom.eu
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Bathroom ceramics and fittingsDesigner

TRES STUDY
CONCEALED BATHTUB
MIXER TAP

HANSGROHE RAINDANCE
SELECT E SURFACE -
MOUNTED SET

TRES STUDY
CONCEALED SHOWER
MIXER TAP

TRES SLIM
CONCEALED BATHTUB
MIXER TAP

HANSGROHE RAINDANCE
SELECT E SURFACE -
MOUNTED SET

TRES SLIM
CONCEALED SHOWER
MIXER TAP
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DURAVIT DARLING NEW

DURAVIT DURASTYLE 

KALDEWEI CLASSIC DUO

KALDEWEI PURO AMBIENTE

RIHO STILL SQUARE

* Bathtubs have the following dimensions: 70x170 / 75x170. Bathtub casing made of bathroom tiles.
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* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.
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Designer Bathroom ceramics and fittings

VILLEROY & BOCH AVEO

ROCA DIVINE

VILLEROY & BOCH LA BELLE DUO

DURAVIT CAPE COD

Free-standing bathtubs collection

* Additional offer, available outside the package for an additional charge.
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DURAVIT SENSOWASH SLIM

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA

GROHE SENSIA ARENA

ROCA INSPIRA

Shower toilet collection

DECO better

Slow-close toilet seats are equipped 
with a mechanism that slows 
the closing of the toilet seat 

and makes it silent. This reduces 
the risk of damaging the ceramics 

or the seat itself.

http://decoroom.eu
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During the first meeting we discuss the 
apartment design proposed by the devel-
oper. 

Sometimes, the room layout isn’t per-
fect, so it’s no wonder you would like to 
modify it to improve your home’s function-
ality. We can design a bigger living room, 
lower the ceiling in the bedroom, set space 
for a bio-fireplace. Glass walls give the inte-
rior the impression of merging spaces.

Unique stairs will combine different lev-
els of the apartment into a whole, a spe-
cially-selected tiles will make your terrace 
one of a kind. Thanks to our architects’ and 
construction work coordinators’ knowl-
edge we will adapt the design to your vision 
and preferences. To ensure transparency 
of all actions, additional works are always 
included in the cost estimate so you are 
aware of the total budget for design activ-
ities. Comprehensive offer of bespoke ser-
vices is available in our showroom. decorative plaster

Imagination has no bounds

fireplaces, bio-fireplaces

glazed wallinstallation of decorative elements stairs

curtains, lace curtains, blindslamp installation

stairs

http://decoroom.eu
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Are you dreaming of a beautiful kitchen that will become the heart of 

your home or about a wardrobe that will hold all your clothes? We have 

created the Decoroom Kitchen department that will take care of apartment 

furnishings in a comprehensive way, starting from the design, through 

selection of materials, to assembly of furniture.

More than just a kitchen

At Decoroom Kitchen, we create all sorts of 
furnishings in the form of built-in wardrobes, 
home library or bathroom cabinets. When 
choosing a kitchen with Decoroom you 
receive:

• a design created by an interior architect  
 who specialises in kitchen arrangements,
• 3D visualisations,
• individual selection of materials,
• furniture made to measure,
• delivery and assembly of furniture  
 included in the price,
• optional comprehensive selection of 
 household appliances and kitchen  
 lighting.

decoroom.eu

http://decoroom.eu
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Kitchens

Kitchen for a Designer package customer. 
How should we understand this concept?
It’s a room furnished for a customer with 
specific requirements, who is aware and 
knows his expectations. The kitchen should 
reflect his lifestyle and perfectly subscribe 
to the modern trends, while still retaining 
that element of timelessness. It’s a kitchen 
that is equipped with unique solutions that 
go beyond a classic design. That’s why it 
is both unique and extremely easy to use. 

But kitchen isn’t only a place where you 
cook. Frequently it’s where the family 
life happens. How do you combine those 
functions?
One very important element of creating 
a kitchen is to correctly define the cus-
tomer’s expectations during the designing 
stage. That’s why we need to know the ev-
eryday needs and habits of future tenants, 
and even anticipate certain situations that 
may take place in their lives. Combining 
functionality with a place for spending 

Spaces made to measure
time with the family every day is the quin-
tessence of timelessness. It gives comfort 
to us and to future generations. Currently, 
the kitchen is usually a space open to the 
living room, so it basically acts as its exten-
sion. Therefore, it should match the overall 
concept and remain “up to date” at each 
stage of the tenants’ lives. 

Then how do you make sure that the 
kitchen matches not only the living room 
but also the rest of the apartment, so 
that all rooms form a single whole?
The design of the kitchen should be drafted 
in parallel with the other day rooms or the 
rooms adjacent to it. It’s best if the concept 
selected contains elements that are com-
mon for the whole space. These can be the 
materials used, colours, or sophisticated 
details. If the kitchen is open to the day 
section, then it should form a whole with 
it, merging smoothly with it. A cohesive 
interior is a harmonious interior in which 
everything is in its place.

http://decoroom.eu
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Designer

A Designer kitchen is more that what 
you can see at first glance. It’s also the 
hidden elements like hinges, closing 
systems etc.. How is the Designer offer 
different in this respect?
The solutions available today are practi-
cally unlimited, from the access to various 
materials to the selection of household ap-
pliances. This way we can create a unique, 
functional space adapted to the customer’s 
preferences. All the elements that are made 
to order ensure that the end result is one 
of a kind. A unique kitchen is also formed 
by using materials originating in different, 
frequently distant parts of the world, such 
as stone or wood which, as natural prod-
ucts, already come with their unique pat-
terns. Meanwhile electric systems for lifting, 
opening cabinets or drawers make using 
the kitchen easy and convenient. Thanks 
to such solutions as handle-free systems 
the fronts of cabinets and drawers remain 
flat. This way the kitchen becomes luxuri-
ous and elegant. 

You mentioned household appliances. 
What should a Designer customer expect 
of them?

Here, the choice is not limited to a good 
brand or unique appearance. It’s also about 
innovative technical solutions hidden in-
side, because innovation and functionality 
of the interior are just as important as its 
external design. For the Designer customer 
it is key to match the appliances’ technical 
capabilities to his needs and expectations. 

Which principles of designing kitchens 
depend on the current market trends? 
We are convinced that the kitchen should 
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be well-organised, ergonomic, perfectly 
match the owners’ needs, and also have 
a lot of storage places. These are universal 
factors. Sometimes, the beauty of a piece 
of furniture’s form may prevail over its func-
tionality, while fascination with a temporar-
ily fashionable material may prevail over its 
practical application. For example, contrary 
to the principles of design, plastic may win 
with granite. Precious materials of high 
quality, such as steel, glass, or solid wood, 
are always a good choice for the kitchen.

Does something like a “smart” kitchen 
exist?
Yes, it does. It is a room whose furnishing 
and spatial arrangement make our life eas-
ier. By implementing ergonomic solutions, 
using the appliances will be more conve-
nient, and the time spent in the kitchen 
will become much shorter. Household ap-
pliances now feature wireless communica-
tion capabilities. The oven which can be 
activated remotely by using a smartphone 
application is equipped with an intuitive 
touchscreen. We prepare the dish, put it 
in the oven, and go out. Before returning 
we press the application icon on the smart-

phone in advance and when we get back 
home, a hot meal is already waiting for us. 
Furthermore, there are no cooking smells 
indoors because the ventilation hood starts 
by itself and adjusts the suction power to 
match the output of the oven. But smart 
kitchen doesn’t mean only state-of-theart 
technologies and faster equipment. It is 
also ecological thinking and paying at-
tention to the quality of these appliances, 
and whether or not their parameters and 
implemented solutions enable keeping the 
products fresh for longer. There are special 
waste basket systems that allow you to sort 
and dispose of waste in your kitchen, which 
benefits the environment. To recapitulate, 
to most people a smart kitchen means 
one that is technologically advanced, con-
trolled by a computer, and pro-ecological. 
In a few years, however, we may want to 
have our own small vegetable patch in it 
because we will be more health-oriented. 
I’m pretty sure that special appliances for 
this purpose will be available. This is the 
direction in which works on designing and 
equipping a smart kitchen should go: envi-
ronmental protection and health.

http://decoroom.eu
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Wardrobes and closets

Wardrobes and cabinets are places which 
are not as visible as the kitchen, but just 
as important. Is it about function?
First of all, the wardrobe should be next 
to the bedroom or the bathroom and be 
connected with the adjacent room. Today, 
combining the wardrobe with the bedroom 
or making it an interconnecting room is 
very popular. It is a solution that works in 
practice very well. One interesting tend in 
the case of wardrobes is to give them glass 
or transparent fronts which, in addition to 
their practical aspect, also act as an orig-
inal form of decoration. When everything 
inside the wardrobe is neat, arranged by 
colour, and moreover, if this section of the 
apartment is made of top quality materi-
als, it will always enrich the space. This way, 
the room’s organisation is well thought out 
when it comes to the amount of clothes 
and accessories we want to keep there.
What do we do when this amount of 
clothes and accessories is much greater 
than average?
There are systems in the market that make 
it possible to use all of the space inside 

the wardrobe, from the floor to the ceiling. 
These include special hangers that go up 
and down, as well as shelves with light-
ing which facilitates access to the clothes 
stored on them. We can also equip the 
wardrobe with drawers containing special 
spacers and organisers for storing various 
accessories and jewellery in them. Or you 
can have the wardrobe be completely open 
to the bedroom.

But not everyone wants to have their 
clothes be on display.
Installing sliding doors will be a good solu-
tion for those who do not want to show the 
contents of their closets to their guests. To-
day, the technological systems that enable 
their operation are hidden. This way every-
thing is very precise and easy to operate. 
Fronts are made of the best materials: ve-
neers, solid wood, glass or forged elements. 

Closets aren’t used just for storing 
clothes. What is the difference, inside 
and outside, between a clothes cabinet 
and one in which we keep everyday use 
equipment?

The difference applies only to the interior 
and its furnishing. You cannot see the con-
tents from outside, which is an advantage, 
because then only the household members 
know what’s behind this or that door. Clos-
ets in which we keep household or kitchen 
equipment, the ironing board, or laundry 
baskets should be made of materials which 
are more durable that those used in clothes 
cabinets. The primary requirement for such 
space is that it must be arranged in a well 
thought out way and matched to the user’s 
needs.

WIOLETA CIEŚLIK
DIRECTOR OF THE DECOROOM

KITCHEN DEPARTMENT
INTERVIEWER: ANDRZEJ KLIM
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OSo, I’m accepting an apartment from 
a developer and I want to prepare it for 
my future audio system. What should 
I start with?
Piotr Chmielarski: You should start with 
discussing what you need. What your 
dreams and expectations are. It is a very 
important element in the consultations 
with the company that will be delivering 
audio equipment to your apartment or 
house.
What does such consultation look like?
P.Ch.: We talk about the future owner’s 
needs. If he wants to have, for example, 
a traditional stereo system, then the apart-
ment or the house must have appropriate 
wiring. It must also be decided whether the 
cables are to be visible or not.
Mariusz Przydatek: Electric current is very 
important. The listening room or the living 

Pursuing the ideal

room in which we’re planning to enjoy 
sound should be powered by a separate 
power wire. Most of our household appli-
ances are not filtered and generate a lot 
of interference. Without an isolated power 
line our sensitive audiophile equipment 
will be picking up the wife making coffee in 
the kitchen or the buzz of the lamp above 
the table. It is also important to install ap-
propriate speaker and electric sockets.

Should an architect be present during 
such consultations?
P.Ch.: Yes, it is very important. Usually it is 
possible to suggest a number of solutions 
while the premises are still in the shell 
stage and work together with the architect 
to plan household space that will not only 
be beautiful, but also functional and acous-
tically perfect. 

Piotr Chmielarski and Mariusz Przydatek – audiophiles by trade and 

passion – discuss how to enjoy top-quality sound at home.

http://decoroom.eu
http://decoroom.eu
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Is it possible?
P.Ch.: It’s difficult, but doable. Unfor-
tunately, today’s modern apartments 
have difficult acoustics. They have a lot 
of glass, metal, smooth surfaces. There 
are no bends, no soft materials that re-
flect sound. This leads to an acoustic 
mess – a cacophony. But these difficul-
ties can be overcome with good hard-
ware.

How much does such a consultation 
cost?
P.Ch.: It’s an expense on the level of 
1000-2000 zlotys. In the overall scale 
of the investment it’s not much, and it 
makes it possible to avoid costly con-
versions later. 
M.P.: Furthermore, a well-designed 
system will allow us to develop our 
hobby by adding more devices and 
adapting new rooms. 
What happens when we get round to 
implementing stereo upgrades in our 
apartment after it is decorated?
P.Ch.: There are two ways to go about 
it. We can leave all cables visible, but 
not everyone likes that. Option num-
ber two is to install the system from 

scratch: chase walls and hide the ca-
bles. So maybe wireless devices are 
a better solution?
P.Ch.: That’s not a solution acceptable 
to audiophiles. Wireless devices will 
never provide you with the best sound 
quality. But sometimes a compromise 
is a good idea. Some people choose 
wireless solutions to have music play 
in the background, for example in the 
bedroom or the bathroom, but in the 
living room they have a professional 
hi-fi system.
Does the apartment’s arrangement 
affect sound quality?
M.P.: Of course it does. That’s why it’s 
so important to speak with the archi-
tect responsible for the furniture in the 
apartment when selecting audio equip-
ment. Often clients buy the hardware 
they need, and then they build cus-
tom furniture with the audio system in 
mind. Such piece of furniture must be 
well-ventilated because every electron-
ic device gets hot. Furthermore, cus-
tomers come in two types: those who 
like to show off their hi-fi equipment 
and those who prefer to keep it hidden.
P.Ch.: Co-operation with an architect 
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and the developer at early 
stages of the project allows 
sound quality experts to sug-
gest interesting decorative ma-
terials for audiophiles. There 
are many solutions that are 
worth using, such as, for ex-
ample, felt pads that can act 
as room decoration but also 
are great at scattering sound 
waves. That’s why we rec-
ommend considering sound 
quality in your living room at 
an early stage. Only then will 
we be able to make full use of 
our hi-fi equipment. 

INTERVIEWER: ADA ZYCH

http://decoroom.eu
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Modern technologies are there to aid us. At 
least in theory. In reality things aren’t al-
ways this clear-cut. Sometimes they make 
our lives more difficult when the level of 
complexity exceeds possible benefits. It 
used to be this way with the systems that 
turned a regular house into a smart one. 
Fortunately, today it’s both easier and more 
reliable, while the technologies that man-
age the house and control the devices in-
stalled in it provide much more capabilities 
than a few years ago.

Simple relays
Until recently, electric blinds and remote- 
controlled tilting windows were state-of- 
the-art. Or lighting patterns switched on 
with just one button. Today, simple relays 
that, in the case of lighting, work with mod-

A house that thinks

ern LEDs that can take on any colour are 
enough. Everything is controlled by a small 
central unit that communicates with all de-
vices over wi-fi, own radio transmissions, or 
230 V cables. Selection of the best solution 
is based on, among other things, the needs 
and the degree of the system’s complexity. 
In the case of an extensive system wired 
connections are preferable. 

For any weather
Obviously, capabilities of modern smart 
home systems are not limited to controlling 
lights and windows with a small remote. 
While we’re on the subject of gadgets: cur-
rently, the most important feature of such 
an apartment is the option to connect the 
devices to functional sensors and introduce 
actual automation. For example, windows 

New technologies bring with them tremendous opportunities. With 

the appropriate software and dozens of sensors a computer can 

bring your house to life.
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can be controlled by a clock or a rain, tem-
perature, and light sensor. This way, win-
dows will be closed when it starts to rain, 
and if too much light is falling on them the 
blinds will slide down. Finally, when it’s too 
hot outside, the windows will close and 
air-conditioning will be switched on. Similar 
connections can be created almost freely in 
order to build custom protocols. 

An alarm clock that brews coffee
The same applies to lighting or even the ket-
tle or coffee-maker connected to the house-
hold network. This way, the alarm clock can 
be connected to the blinds which will go up 
when the alarm goes off in order to let in 
daylight into the room or a lamp that will 
slowly light up in the bedroom. At a specific 
time the kettle or coffee-maker will switch 
on to brew the morning coffee.

Give orders
After installing a smart home system, you 
can also implement a virtual assistant that 
will listen to your commands thanks to mi-
crophones and carry them out. These are 
no longer just simple actions like “Switch 
the light on” or “Turn on the radio”. Modern 
speech recognition systems can interpret 

even complex commands, so if we have 
a system that is advanced enough, we will 
be able to ask it to, for example, tell us the 
time, present a weather forecast, read our 
e-mails, or give us the day’s schedule. We 
just need to configure the system and inte-
grated it with our phone calendar.

Always in control
It’s worth pointing out one important 
aspect of smart home systems. A smart 
home is a safe home. The network can be 
equipped with fire, moisture, carbon diox-
ide, or window opening sensors. Add to this 
a system of cameras that monitor the most 
important places and we can feel complete-
ly comfortable. Readouts from cameras and 
sensors are displayed on your smartphone 
and on the computers of the company that 
watches over your home. This way, you will 
be notified immediately about emergencies. 
If the apartment is flooded, the system will 
close the water valve to prevent even more 
damage. If the sensors detect unexpected 
movements inside, they will close the win-
dows and lower the blinds. A smart home’s 
reactions are limited only by the imagina-
tion of the user and his budget.

http://decoroom.eu
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Projects that are considered icons of design 
are items that straddle the border between 
two disciplines: architecture and fashion. 
They have been created by visionaries with 
unique perception of reality. Because today 

“to have” means to experience form, colour, 
space, and the joy of creation. To create an 
item that moves people you need to dive 
into its matter. Icons are not created with 
a quick napkin sketch. Years of experiments 
and failures, as well as a metaphysical 
spark are needed to turn a bit of plywood 
or steel into an object of desire.

Luxury smiths
Oskar Zięta creates sculptures made of 
steel and... air. He developed the unique 
FIDU technology for which he received the 
prestigious Red Dot award. A flat piece of 
two ply sheet metal gains the third dimen-

10 icons of design

sion by being “pumped” 
with air at high pressure. 
This is the way in which 
the cult Plopp stool or 
the TAFLA mirrors were 
created, among other 
things, which became 
collector’s items over-
night. They combine
utilitarian and decora-

To become an icon of design the given item must be intriguing. Out-

side of form and function it must also give something more: emotions, 

aesthetic experiences, induce contemplation. 

http://decoroom.eu
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tive properties from the border of art and 
design. “They are products simultaneously 
serial and unique, because no two pieces 
of sheet metal will bend in the same way,” 
says their creator. Zięta had perfected the 
FIDU for more than a decade. It took just as 
long for his conceptual and technological 
kindred spirit – Tom Dixon – to learn how 
to weld on his motorbike. This precursor 
of the gold and copper trend in interiors is 
self-taught designer. His first works were 
created from scrap metal. Today, items 
signed with his name, such as the Cooper 
lamps, are the synonym of luxury. In Dix-
on’s and Zięta’s products you can feel rock 
and glamour.

Ladies of colour
Colours first seduce our eyes and then 
our hands. It is thanks to them that we 
notice items’ form, texture, density, pat-
tern. Hella Jongerius is a “colourist” who 
introduces the flavour of handicraft to in-
dustrial production. The Polder couch in 
its numerous colour options is one of the 
best-selling products of the cult Vitra brand 
with which Jongerius frequently co-oper-
ates. Despite being mass produced, this 
piece of furniture has a unique character 
thanks to the numerous shades of colour 
and hand-made finish (fringes and tacks). 
Jongerius’s co-operation with Vitra begane 

with designing the white version (more 
feminine according to the designer) of the 
Ray & Charles Eames Lounge Chair. This is 
a true star of design. The chair debuted on 
the popular American “Home” show. It was 
supposed to be the synonym of comfort 
and not be something that you exhibit, but 
it became the centrepiece of salons and 
a sign of prestige. Colour and feminine de-
tail are also the domain of Patricia Urquiola. 
Combination of her Southern temperament 
with her passion for eclecticism result in 
nearly all of her products becoming instant 
bestsellers. Her collection of Bas Relief ce-
ramic tiles for the  utina brand is a master-
ful combination of industrial 
product and handicraft tech-
niques and subtle details. The 
form of Urquiola’s Fjord chair 
(a Moroso bestseller) resem-
bles a broken shell, while its 
name is a reference to the tra-
ditions of Scandinavian design, 
and Arne Jacobsen’s works in 
particular. This chair is man-
ufactured in a countless num-
ber of colours and finishes, so 
it fits perfectly inside all sorts 
of personal and office spaces. 
Who wouldn’t want to dive in 
a refreshing northern fjord? 

Designer

Iconic ego
An item can also speak its creator’s name, 
such as the classic lemon squeezer by 
Philippe Starck created for the Alessi brand. 
The Juicy Salif is a sculpture rather than 
a household item. Its popularity sparked 
the modern thinking about a kitchen as 
a place where the boundaries between 
function and beauty become blurred. The 
same applies to bare light bulbs, which 
today are full-fledged interior participant. 
The “Poet of Light”, Ingo Maurer, dressed 
it only in angel wings. Today, the Lucelli-
no lamp is a bestseller among those with 
tongue in cheek approach to the world (of 
design).

Good design gene
Good design is timeless and one doesn’t 
always have to reinvent the wheel. Ceram-
icist Marek Cecuła has refreshed the distin-

guished forms of Ćmielów porcelain with 
new forms, and in the Mix & Match Cosmo-
politan collection everything matches like 
puzzle pieces. On the other hand, as his 
diploma project Jakub Sobiepanek mod-
ernised the cult RM58 chair and prepared 
the new version of Roman Modzelewski’s 
design for production. This chair can be 
found in the collection of the Victoria & 
Albert Museum in London and it has also 
been selected by Zaha Hadid to be exhib-
ited at the Dongdaemun Design Plaza in 
Seoul. Even though the RM58 is nearing 
sixty, it still performs excellently. Its secret 
is the good design gene. We are not con-
demned to only form or function. We can 
pick and choose from the timeless scale of 
beauty and utility.

AGATA KIEDROWICZ
LECTURER AND JOURNALIST
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What makes us feel good or bad indoors? 
It’s height, space, colours, style, used ma-
terials and their texture. But light remains 
the most important factor. It dictates how 
we are going to perceive our surroundings: 
interiors, items, other people. Perception 
of a room is also affected by the light’s pa-
rameters, whether it is natural or artificial. 
Lumens, illuminance, colour temperature, 
colour rendering index: we need to know 
and understand these indices and learn 
how to apply them in practice to ensure 
that even in artificial light our interior will 
have the atmosphere we want it to have. 
Even the most beautiful furniture, the most 
sophisticated patterns, top quality floors 
and wallpapers can lose their charm in an 
instant. One flick of a light switch in a badly 
selected light source may spoil the whole 

Light in leading role
design despite the meticulous spatial and 
colour matching. That is why lighting de-
sign should be an essential part of each and 
every interior design and it must be drafted 
in close co-operation with lighting expert. 
An interior designer will pick the perfect lu-
minaires and plan the distribution, number, 
and parameters of light sources. On the one 
hand, lighting has a practical function: it is 
necessary for work, play, reading, cooking, 
but on the other hand it also builds the in-
terior’s atmosphere, affecting the mood of 
people. Planning lighting is a bit like set de-
sign: it requires a painter’s sensitivity and 
extensive technical knowledge.

ALEKSANDRA LAUDAŃSKA
ARCHITECT, JOURNALIST, BLOGGER
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Contact Us

Websites
www.decoroom.eu
blog.decoroom.eu

Showroom Warszawa
Decoroom Sp. z o.o.
ul. Nowogrodzka 62B
02-002 Warszawa

business hours:
pon.–pt.: 9:00–18:00

Showroom Wrocław
Decoroom Sp. z o.o.
ul. Benedykta Polaka 2 lok. U3
50-379 Wrocław

business hours:
pon.–pt.: 9:00–18:00

Contact
warszawa@decoroom.eu
wroclaw@decoroom.eu
+48 888 220 110 Warszawa
+48 888 840 860 Wrocław
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